SOLUTION BRIEF

What If You
Could Eliminate
Lag Time and
Security Issues?
If you could improve one thing about your
network, what would it be? We partner with
clients to provide end-to-end connectivity and
SD-WAN solutions tailored to meet the needs
of your business and end users.

When to Consider Connectivity Solutions
Common Business Issues

Connectivity & SD-WAN Benefits

You need applications that span a wide area network with
multiple clouds—private, hybrid and public.

Enable efficient management for all network connections

You want information about cost-saving opportunities and
long-term data center investments.

Network and bandwidth usage data behind one pane of glass

You want to know which connections are underutilized to
optimize performance.

Offer simplified management and quicker upturn

You need to prioritize mission-critical applications.

Provide a reliable “express lane” that prioritizes
critical traffic

You need secure options that allow for increased control over
shadow IT.

Provide a secure, private, fully meshed network

Snapshot of a Few of Our Connectivity Partners
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Why Connectivity From Us Is Different
Dedicated Connectivity Expertise

Industry-Best Pricing

With us, you add SD-WAN engineers to your team dedicated
to evaluating hundreds of providers against your needs.
Your engineers are well-versed in Gartner’s top-ranking
connectivity solutions.

No matter which vendor you choose, we promise you’ll get
the best rates in the industry. Our customers pay less with
us than buying directly from a carrier.

Intel You Can Actually Use

Unmatched Support

Get all your data assets on a single dashboard with all the
information you need on SLA, contract terms, bandwidth
and support information. Never search a bill again for
information about your circuits.

When we say we support you from start to finish, your
dedicated account manager is the only call you have
to make throughout the lifecycle of your investment.
We’ll take it from there.

How We Deliver
A Trusted Methodology Backed by Unmatched Insight
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Discovery

“Soft Fit”

Competitive Analysis

Looking Forward

Gather intel about
organization

Heatmap best
vendors based on
your needs

Pit marketplace
against itself to identify
best-fit options

Prioritize your evolving
needs and monitor
investments
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Market Analysis

Evaluation

“Hard Fit”

Compare intel
against hundreds of
possible vendors

Solicit and customize
vendor presentations
to your needs

Screen contracts for
favorable terms and
conditions—you’ll
never pay retail

Receive Your
Complimentary Audit

Let us evaluate your current services, and
learn how you can save as much as 40% on
connectivity. Call us today at (855) 520-4500.
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